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’TWAS my custom to stroll by a clear winding stream,
With my boots full of dew from the lush meadow green,
Near a neck of the woods where the mountain holds sway,
Without danger or fear at the dawn of the day. 
The sight of Lough Graney would dazzle my eyes,
As the countryside sparkled beneath the blue skies;
Uplifting to see how the mountains were stacked,
Each head peeping over a neighbouring back. 
It would lighten the heart, be it listless with age,
Enfeebled by folly, or cardiac rage —
Your wherewithal racked by financial disease —
To perceive through a gap in the wood full of trees
A squadron of ducks in a shimmering bay,
Escorting the swan on her elegant way,
The trout on the rise with its mouth to the light,
While the perch swims below like a speckledy sprite,
And the billows of blue become foam as they break
With a thunderous crash on the shores of the lake,
And the birds in the trees whistle bird-songs galore,
The deer gallop lightly though woods dark as yore,
Where trumpeting huntsmen and hounds of the hunt
Chase the shadow of Reynard, who leads from the front.

YESTERDAY morning, a cloudless blue sky
Bore the signs of another hot day in July;
Bright Phoebus arose from the darkness of night,
And got back to his business of spreading the light.
Around me were branches of trees in full leaf
And glades decked with ferns of a sylvan motif,
With flowers and herbs so profusely in train
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While the court is convened and the thousands draw near!
Not a court without standing, or statute, or code,
Nor an imported court of the plundering mode,
But a court that is ruled by a civilized throng,
Where the weak are empowered and women are strong;
And the people of Ireland can hold their heads high
That the fairy host gathers from far and from nigh
To argue the case for two days and two nights
In the many roomed mansion on Moygraney’s heights.
And great is the grief on the mien of their king,
And his fairy assembly, ranged ring on ring,
And all of those others collectively there,
That the nation has suffered such great disrepair —
An old race indeed, without freedom or land,
Without rights to its rent, and its leaders all banned,
The rich farmlands ruined, their bounty replaced
By brambles and nettles and fields full of waste.
The nobles we had are all scattered abroad,
And upstarts and gangsters now take up the rod,
Their sport to deceive, and to rob without shame,
To exploit the blind and the halt and the lame.
O bleak is the prospect and black is the day,
When Justice lies shackled, her laws disarrayed,
The weak so enfeebled, infallibly tied
To a future of fraud where no fairness abides;
Duplicitous lawyers, and crooks on the bench,
Hush money, slush funds, and all conscience quenched,
Where backhanders buy you a piece of the judge,
And everyone knows that the law is a fudge.

ALONG with these truths — and with nothing ignored —
By an oath on the Bible that day it was sworn,
A case that is clear and you cannot refute:
That for want of its use, there’s no spunk in the youth,
The numbers of weddings and offspring are down,
There’s depopulation in country and town,
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It would banish all thoughts of despair from your brain.
Beat out as I was and in need of a doze,
I laid myself down where a grassy bank rose
By the side of a ditch, in arboreal shade,
Where I stretched out my feet, and pillowed my head.
So I shut down my brain, and the lids of my eyes,
With my hat on my face to discourage the flies,
And dropped off to sleep, quite composed and serene,
When I found myself sunk in a horrible dream
That jolted my senses, and grieved my heart sore;
Lying dead to the world, I was shook to the core.

NOT long was my slumber when nearby, thought I,
The land rocked and rolled, and a turbulent sky
Brought a storm from the north, an incredible gale 
That lit up the harbour as fire fell like hail. 
In the blink of an eyelid — a thing I still see — 
A female approached from the side of the quay,
Broad-arsed and big-bellied, built like a tank,
And angry as thunder from shoulder to shank.
Of her stature I made an intelligent guess  
Of some twenty-one feet, while the hem of her dress
Trailed five yards behind, through the mire and the muck,
And her mantle was slobbered with horrible guck.
Majestic and mighty to gaze on her brow,
Which was furrowed and gullied as if by a plough;
Formidable, fearsome the leer of her grin,
Purple-gummed, ulcered, with no teeth within. 
Dear God! how she waved like a wand in her fist
A flagpole, so fiercely as not to be missed,
With a brazen plaque stuck to the top of a spike,
On which were inscribed a bum-bailiff’s rights.

THEN gruffly and roughly she uttered this spake:
Rouse yourself, stir yourself, sluggard, awake!
Shame on you, blame on you, slumped on your ear,
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